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Abstract

During the constant research of internationalization, firms have been focused on as it is the main body that implements strategies. However, the role of a country in the process of internationalization has been ignored for a long time. Where does country-specific advantage come from? What’s the relationship between country-specific advantage and firm-specific advantage? These questions haven’t been understood clearly yet. Home country provides necessary infrastructure, service conditions, resources and institutions guarantee, which is the origin of firm’s core competition advantages; while host country’s characteristic will influence the way and path of internalization. It is of great significance to understand how to transform country-specific advantages into firm-specific advantages in the process of internationalization of multinational firms.
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1. Introduction

The international competitive ability of enterprise consists of country-specific advantages and firm-specific advantages that both are indispensable for a successful international enterprise. Where do CSAs come from? What’s the relationship between CSAs and FSAs? There is no right answer for these questions and researchers are puzzled by the mechanism of how to utilize a country’s specific resources and location advantages as well as how to turn them into firm-specific advantage. Although early in the last century, some scholars [1] proposed the definition of “country-specific advantages”, Rugman thought it mainly came from the country’s natural resources endowments, labor resources and related cultural factors, including the quality and quantity of the main production factors, but this concept has not been systematically studied and developed. Pei thought that the home country was the cornerstone of a country’s foreign investment enterprises, which provided the basic con-
conditions for national economy. Different conditions of home country created their own trade advantages, scale advantages, location advantages, organizational advantages and other specific advantages, which formed diversified business advantages for domestic enterprises to participate in overseas investment [2]. Broadly speaking, CSAs are the advantages of a variety of country-specific resource allocation or unsynchronized uneven all over the country and forms a national comparative advantage. Country-specific advantages are all kinds of proprietary resources that a country has, and can be freely available to any business; it is a system that all the firms can share the advantages [2]-[5]. This is a kind of comparative advantage that formatted by the uneven distribution of resources all over the country, and it plays an important role in the accumulation of corporate resources [6] [7].

Existing research on CSAs is mainly concentrated on the following aspects. First, CSAs are the driving source and cornerstone of a country’s FDI [8]. Zhang indicates that the CSAs of FDI is an important driving force for China, Chinese investment types in developed countries are mainly market-seeking (differentiated products), strategic asset-seeking [9]; the investment types in developing countries are mainly natural resources seeking and market seeking (standardized products) [8]. Secondly, CSAs have an influence on FDI location choice [10] [11]. Xiao indicates that different CSAs lead to the difference in location choice preferences of multinational foreign investment. The change of the economic development mode has led to the change of strategy motivation at the national level, thus affecting the location choice in a particular host country. Thirdly, CSAs affect equity options. Krishna finds that the level of South Korean multinational’s three FSAs—technology-intensive, product differentiation and funding density-influence equity of subsidiary depends on the situation that subsidiary is located in relatively less developed countries or more developed countries than home country [12]. Ability to obtain equity obviously relates to their talent of specific countries, especially the origin country (origin) [13]. When enterprises from more developed try to invest in less developed locations, they tend to choose high equity model, while they prefer low equity entry mode when they enter developed countries [12]. Fourthly, CSAs affect international cooperation [14]. International companies with competitive advantages are able to get more value, technology, or other assets, which are costly and difficult to obtain in the overseas market. It is persuasive to explain internalization of enterprise by taking advantage of the concept of FSAs. While FSAs of home country are in favor of primitive accumulation of enterprises’ advantages, FSAs of host country are able to attract a large number of enterprises to enter, which further contribute to the formulation of FSAs.

2. Theory Developing of Country-Specific Advantage

The earliest studies on country-specific advantages can be traced back to Adam Smith’s “absolute advantage” in the 18th century, which based on international division labor, David Ricardo’s “comparative advantage” in 19th century and Heckscher-Ohlin’s “resource endowment theory” in the early 20th century and so on. These three theories define “comparative advantage” as the difference between two countries’ elements from national level, both the advantages of labor productivity and labor costs as well as the advantages resulted from the absolute difference of resource endowments. This kind of comparative advantage is the reason of international trade, or we can say that is the foundation of the advantageous position in the international commodity exchange for the enterprises. Early theories about country-specific advantages are all carried out on a comparative basis. Such as monopolistic advantage theory [15] contains the conditions for choosing a right location in foreign direct investment, and it propose that enterprise had better choose a host country where company can play the comparative advantages. Wells [16] combined enterprises’ technology with host countries’ production, and he indicates that developing countries’ enterprise technology is more accustomed to certain host country which creates comparative advantage for them in such host countries. Marginal industry expansion theory put forward that the industrial comparative advantage and the locative advantage of host country should be combined; Small-scale technology theory indicates that it is meaningful to combine technical owned by enterprises with those in the host country.

Rugman is the first one that proposes the concept of “country-specific advantages”, he thinks it comes mainly from the country’s natural resources endowments, labor resources and related cultural factors, including the main factors of production quality, quantity and price, but the concept has not been systematically studied and developed [1]. During the same period, other scholars proposes similar ideas, the main representatives are Porter and Dunning. When Porter searches for the source of the differences of industrial competitiveness, he clearly proposes that economic environment of the home country affect industrial competitiveness directly [17]. Pub-
lished in 1990, “Competitive Advantage of Nations” [18] proposes diamond model of competitive advantage which provides important directions for later scholars to study country-specific advantages. He thinks that companies’ international competitive advantage depends on whether the country can create and sustain advantages in specific areas, which is what we called country-specific advantage. This advantage contains four elements: the factors of production, demand elements, the relevant and ancillary industries and business strategy, structure and competition in the industry. If a country is stronger than other countries in these four factors in a particular field or industry, then it will bring out country-specific advantages for the enterprises [19]. Rugman and D’Cruz introduce the “Double Diamond model (generalized double diamond)”, which adds the international competitiveness of the national situation [20]. But due to a structural limitation of Double Diamond model limitation, it didn’t fit all [21]. Moon et al. extends this model to the DDD (dual double diamond), including domestic and international diamond model, which adopt Porter’s Diamond model both in the domestic context and international context [22] [23]. In order to explain the dynamic role of human factors in international competitiveness, the “NF (nine-factor)” model [24] [25] is introduced. Although Porter sort out a logical chain of macroscopic force national competition for industry competitive advantage and with it replenished and expanded, while it is difficult to explain the competitive advantage of enterprises, especially competitive advantage across industries in a country.

The OLI paradigm proposed by Dunning, also raises the proposition that the level of economic development of the home country has a relationship with a country’s foreign direct investment [13]. The enterprise ownership advantages, location advantages and internalization advantages are able to explain the behavior of enterprises’ foreign direct investment. While ownership advantages and internalization advantages are the advantage in the enterprise level, location advantages refer to location factors in the host country. Dunning also proposes corporate ownership from the view of national differences, which reflects the “home country’s resources and assets.” The difference in non-transferable resources and assets will lead to corporate ownership advantages. But OLI framework didn’t answer the question “In what extent corporate ownership advantages are home-based specific advantages” [26]? The early ideas about country-specific advantage are only a part of location advantages, and there is no specific research about the relationship between location advantage and firm-specific advantages. Mean while the role that location advantages played in a country’s foreign direct investment is remain to be explored.

3. The Source of Country-Specific Advantage

Country-specific advantage comes mainly from two aspects: resource endowment and institutional factors. Home countries’ specific resources, environment, institution and other factors are important driving forces for enterprises to form an initial competitive advantage. Companies that operated in perfect and complex home market may have acquired a unique ability so that they have an absolute advantage compared to host country’s companies [12]. FDI that aim sat gaining resources, markets, efficiency and strategic set high resource conditions for host countries [27], and host country’s institutional environment also promote or restrict international behavior of multinational corporations. Home and host countries’ similarity in institutional environment, factor endowments and other aspects, gives companies competitive advantages when they invest in similar host countries. And the country-specific advantages can be divided into two parts: the similarity of institutions between home countries and host countries give companies endowment advantages, the similarity in production technology give companies comparative advantages. A country’s economic strength is the cornerstone of formation of enterprises’ competitiveness while state-owned resource endowments provide companies for resources of production, conversion and transaction required, and the institutional system established provide operating framework and the necessary safeguards for the enterprises [6] [7].

3.1. Resource Endowment

Unique resources, economic and institutional factors in the home country play a decisive role in the formation of country’s corporate ownership [28]. The different conditions of home country creates different national trade advantages, scale advantages, location advantages, organization advantages and other specific advantages, and these country-specific advantages are the source of advantages for international competition, which has important significance for domestic enterprises to participate in overseas investment [29]. Thus, CSAs of multinationals in developing countries and developed country-specific are quite different [26].
especially in developing countries, rapid macroeconomic development, market size, potential, low relatively factor inputs cost, low operating costs, good growth, the accumulation of wealth and capital are much faster [30]. CSAs of home country is the cornerstone of a country’s foreign investment enterprises [29] [30], which provides basic conditions for the development of domestic enterprises in the national income level, development level and other services. Characteristics of home country are important determinants of the ownership of enterprises to create competitive advantage and position in the international market. Empirical researches do show the greater influence of home country’s competitiveness of enterprises compared with any other operating region [18] [32]-[36]. Specific factors of home country will lead to different strategic behaviors between companies from the same country and different countries [32] [36]-[40], some resources’ exclusive lead to other countries can’t take the same competitive strategies, thus local enterprises could obtain protection and long-term development [28].

Seen from the above explanation, resource endowments of home country provide initial conditions for the enterprises, domestic enterprises can rely on the home country's unique natural resources to obtain original accumulation of wealth. Especially for the enterprises in developing country that has rich natural resources and a relatively backward scientific and technological level, home country’s cheap labor market can save labor costs for enterprises; abundant natural resources can reduce raw material costs for the enterprise; immature market can also leave plenty of space for enterprises to grow.

Consistent with the specific advantages of the home country resource endowment, when multinational companies from developed countries conducting FDI, they will be more focused on the specific advantages of the host country. Compared to developing countries, developed countries in addition to home country's natural resources affected, will be influenced greater by host country's resource endowments. Host countries resource endowments mainly influence the investment motivation and location choice of multinational companies [11] [27] [41], and its influence towards location choices of host country varies according to different industries of the companies. Studies have shown that resource-seeking strategy and asset-seeking strategy have a higher requirement for country-specific advantages in the host country [27]; investment flows with the host resource endowments, market size positively correlated; the host country’s economic development situation and cost efficiency have an important influence on motivation. And the level of technological development of the host country has a relatively high influence on technology acquisition motivation [41].

3.2. Institutional Factors

Institution contains regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive factors that provide stability and meaning to social life, as well as related activities and resources [42]. There is a big difference when enterprises operate in different market. Allocational business may gain a competitive advantage from its position in the network of relationships in the organization, such as familiarity with the local culture, customer and market characteristics [14]. National government policy and service support system can result in CSAs [9]. If government of home country encourages enterprises to actively explore overseas markets, it will provide some appropriate institutional and security [5], and home country’s relatively stable political environment will create favorable conditions for the internationalization of corporate. When the host country’s economic and institutional environment is more developed, the number of value creation is greater, and form stronger multinational complementarity for existing capacities [43]. Home country institution affects the performance and its sustainability of enterprises by affecting competitive density (competitive intensity), in two ways: one by defining competitive rules because national institution context could promote or prohibit some types of transactions [44], for example, the establishment of anti-monopoly law is to prevent the conflict between enterprises, and increase the competitiveness of enterprises density [45]. Another way is that national institution context can affect the scale of exchange behavior that enterprises participate in. For example, perfect stock market makes it easier for companies to enter and obtain wealth. These institutions will also affect corporate behaviors, even though they operate in other countries, they can affect the business performance through direct extraterritoriality or influence it indirectly by adjusting business operation activities.

Institutional environment in developing countries can make their local enterprises more easily gain legitimacy, since the growth and operation of local enterprises are in relatively familiar environment, and they have a good knowledge of institutions in the country. Relatively complete institutions in developed countries on the one hand will make the appropriate safeguards for the local business development and growth, on the
other hand it will attract other countries’ enterprise to invest. When multinational companies enter a country with relatively complete national institution, the relatively clear legal provisions and regulations, it is possible to reduce the complexity of objective factors, which will reduce unnecessary trouble in the whole operate process. Developed and developing countries provide enterprises a different external environmental condition for FDI with varying degrees of complexity [46].

4. The Evolution of CSAs to FSAs

CSAs are the source of multinational corporations to maintain and create competitiveness [47]. A series of studies shows that corporate ownership advantages may be shaped by the home country [12]. For example, Dunning indicates that the ability of enterprises to obtain equity obviously relate to their specific countries’ talent, in particular, the origin of home country [13]. According to Porter, the company’s competitive advantage is the result of interaction between firm-specific factors (Diamond Model) and resources in home country [18]. Research about FSAs is changed by home countries’ environment has also been supported empirically [14] [37] [48]. Lall & Siddharthan finds that non-US multinational FSAs is very different from the US companies [48]. In emerging market countries, for example, FSAs of emerging market countries mainly derives from comparative advantages of the home country, and it probably turn comparative advantage into competitive advantage successfully. Meanwhile, the CSAs of multinationals are enslaved to and formed from location-specific assets in their home country, the relationship between CSAs and their home countries are not only close interdependent but also dynamic interactive [28]. Resources in most emerging markets are exclusive, making it real that emerging market companies can create excess profits and enhance market competitiveness. More importantly, if the enterprise can internalize these resources and turn particular advantage into enterprise-specific assets, they can set up international competition advantages.

But there are some studies shows that CSAs are related to the characteristics of the host country [48]. In developed countries enterprise-specific features may depend not only on home country, but also the characteristics of the host country. Some researchers find that multinational companies’ CSAs may be relate to host countries’ competitors and the competitive environment [13] [49]. When considering different structure of resource endowment, demand conditions and competition, host countries will be important factors, because they may strengthen or weaken a company's strengths [32] [50]. Enterprises in developing countries’ may face varied complexity external environment conditions of host countries [12] [46] when they try to internationalize, which have important influence on the development of enterprises. Itaki indicates that FSAs will be different in varied competitive conditions of host country [50]. Strategic literature also points out that enterprises should consider whether its’ competitive position is sustainable or not [14]. The potential competitive advantage of a country in a specific value chain may provide enterprise for competitive advantage, such as R & D and manufacturing. When the activities of enterprises mainly conducts in home country and several overseas export market, the relationship between home country features and enterprise competitiveness will be strengthened. In this situation, countries with location advantages will become specific international competitiveness. When the country lose location advantage, companies will lose ownership advantages. However, when enterprises achieve most of its value-adding activities in the overseas market, the relationship between home country and FSAs will become weaker [51] [52].

It hasn’t reached an agreement about the relationship between CSAs and FSAs. Chai indicates that when CSAs and FSAs realize complementary and synergy, the CSAs of host countries will contribute to multinational penetration in the market, and the host country will attract investment increasingly [53]. Rugman proposes FDI motivation theory vividly to describe the interaction of FSAs and CSAs in the motivation for FDI. While resource-seeking, market-seeking, efficiency-seeking and strategic assets seeking FDI all demand high level CSAs, the former three types demand high level FSAs and the last one doesn’t [27].

Pei indicates that the advantages of enterprises to participate in international investment not only come from the strength of its self-accumulation and location advantages of host country, but also from the investment of home country [29]. Home country is the cornerstone of a country’s foreign investment, which provides basic conditions for the level of national income and service development. Different home country development conditions create their own trade advantages, scale advantages, location advantages, organizational advantages and other specific advantages, which have significant implications for domestic enterprises to participate in FDI. Mean while the host country provides enterprise for location advantages, including specific natural resources, institutional conditions, economic politics and so on. FSAs are formed by both their own ownership advantages
and internalization advantages as well as the specific advantages of home country and host countries.

Song argues that in terms of Chinese enterprises, whose FSAs are built up based on its’ CSAs, It is an internal process that CSAs turn into FSAs [30]. Due to the supply rigid of the national resources structure and the stock in the short-term, Internalizing markets and resources of home country easily can’t fully compensate for strategic resource gap in the global operations of Chinese enterprises and the rapid promotion of FSAs. Thus, the advantages of Chinese enterprises based on CSAs need use other complementarity CSAs (including the advantages of knowledge, technology resource endowments formation). The process of internal consists of two phases: first, internalize the CSAs into comparative ownership advantages. Second, the comparative advantages help enterprises to establish learning-oriented subsidiaries in developed economies, internalize the CSAs of host countries’ location and complementary advantages, then achieve the integration of global resources and pass the new built non-geographical advantages to parent company, and finally form FSAs within multinationals.

5. Conclusion

With economic globalization and increasing integration of international markets, the role of countries, no matter host countries or home countries, should not be overlooked when we regard enterprises as the main body to discuss international issues. Although existing literatures on country-specific advantages are not mature enough, its importance has become increasingly outstanding, especially the home country advantage. It should be the key point of future research that how to take advantage of country-specific advantages in the home country and internalize it as enterprise’ internal advantage and thereby make enterprise in a dominant position in international competition. As China’s economy has entered a new normal, economic growth mode is experiencing a new adjustment, country-specific advantages are facing structural changes, the traditional FSAs supported by factor conditions and supporting industries are faced with enormous challenges, since it is more and more difficult for companies to establish FSAs in the international market relying on CSAs. This article sorts out the relevant development and current situation about the concept of country-specific advantage for the readers and points out possible directions for future research, trying to make some contributions for future research around internationalization. The author believes future research about country-specific advantages can be broken through from the following directions: Do country-specific advantages affect cross-border mergers and acquisitions? If so, what is the mechanism? How do country-specific advantages affect the performance of multinationals? What is the respective influence of home and host countries towards multinationals operating in overseas markets? Due to limited space, the article does not describe these questions in detail, but the key to these questions is warmly welcomed in the future studies and the improvement and supplementation is also looked forward in international field.
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